Padmashree Awards 2016 to Our Honorable Chairman Dr. K. H. Gharda

Congratulations from

GIT Parivar!!!!
Electrical Safety Week @GIT

To promote the Electricity safety amongst GIT student, the institute observed the Electrical Safety week from January 11-17, 2016.
Vocational Training Center Inauguration @ GIT

The GIT became the first Technical Institute in Konkan region, who taken promote “Skills India” programme by setting Vocational Training Center at the Institute Campus. On March 09, 2016 this VTP Center, inaugurated by the auspicious hand of Mr. B. Radhakrishnan (IAS), Collector, Ratnagiri in presence of Dr. M. G. Gokhale, Managing Trustee, Dr. Prashant Patwardhan, Prof. V. M. Swami, VPT Incharge GIT. The currently GIT VTP center offers 10 Courses for all.
Annual Social Gathering Synergy 2016
Annual Social Gathering Synergy 2016
SHODH National Tech fest 2016

SHODH 2016, National level Technical Festival was organized at GIT on March 18-20, 2016. The inauguration function was on 19th march 2016 between 10:30 to 12:30 pm at GIT auditorium. Dr.Shantanu Chakraborty (Head Technologist, TATA Steel) was the chief guest for the function. On this occasion, chief guest on his key note speech explained about our theme of SHODH, ‘WE MAKE IT FOR MAKE IN INDIA’ & how the students and teaching profession can contribute for make in India concept and also congratulated Dr. K.H. Gharda for ‘PADMASHRI’. Managing Trustee Dr. M. G. Gokhale, explained how an industry can contribute for Make in India by giving the example of Gharda Chemicals. Principal Dr. S.H. Gharat appealed to all students to invent new things which can solve problems of local people around us. Various dignitaries from Government Agencies, like Mr.B.S. Kolpyak (District Mining Officer, Solapur), Mr. Chavhan (Safety Head, Jaitapur Nuclear Power Project), Mr. Bhatt (Deputy Engineer, Utility Section, Lote MIDC), All SHODH 2016 coordinators, GIT staff, students from GIT & other collages, Media persons from different newspapers were also present at the venue.

On the sideline of Shodh 2016, Dr. Shantanu Chakraborty, interacted with institute teachers for the topic ‘BEING A GOOD TEACHER & BEING GOOD on March 18th, 2016. & Institutes Students take the interview of Mr. D. K. Shenoy, (Director, Operations Gharda Chemicals).

Valedictory was held on March 20th, 2016. The certificates & Prizes were distributed by the auspicious hands of Dr. Shantanu Chakraborty, Managing Trustee Dr. M.G. Gokhale, Principal Dr. S.G. Gharat. All the GIT students, Participants from throughout event, Winners & Runners of various events, all teaching & non-teaching staff of GIT were present in the program.
National Tech-Fest- Shodh 2016

The Shodh 2016 National Techfest was organized on March 19-20, 2016. This Techfest inaugurated by Dr. Shantanu Chakraborti (Tata Steel). He shared his thought on “We make It for Make In India”.
**Merit Scholarship Distribution for GIT Students**

Every year GIT offers Scholarships to Brightest Students. This year GIT Merit scholarships were distributed with august presence of Dr. Shantanu Chakraborti, Mr. D. K. Shenoy, Dr. M. G. Gokhale, Dr. S. H. Gharat. After this Scholarship distribution program, Mr. D. K. Shenoy shares his journey “Shaping Myself”. 
GIT Scholarship (2014-2015)

Mechanical Engineering
- Mhaskar Nikhil Namdev (Rs 12000/-)
- Gothal Rohit Raghunath (Rs 10000/-)
- Sawant Somnath (Rs 8000/-)
- Patil Alpesh Kesarinath (Rs 12000/-)
- Netke Nikhil Uday (Rs 10000/-)
- Kambli Kumar Anant (Rs 8000/-)
- Gugale Armeey Dagadu (Rs 12000/-)
- Dhamnaskar Vinay (Rs 10000/-)
- Shinde Akshaykumar Manoj (Rs 8000/-)

Chemical Engineering
- Kelkar Aditya Mahesh (Rs 12000/-)
- More Sandesh Prakash (Rs 12000/-)
- Malgaonkar Vithoba Babu (Rs 10000/-)
- Duste Zarin Javed (Rs 8000/-)
- Nikam Suraj Pundalik (Rs 12000/-)

Civil Engineering
- Sawant Amruta Avadhu (Rs 12000/-)
- Chalke Ashwini Shashikant (Rs 10000/-)
- Jadhav Sanket Santosh (Rs 8000/-)
- Rahate Kaushik Sandip (Rs 12000/-)
- Bhalaje Sayali Anantkumar (Rs 10000/-)
- Develekar Shubham Rajesh (Rs 8000/-)

EXTC Engineering
- Sonowane Sheweta Satish (Rs 12000/-)
- Waikar Samidha Sanjay (Rs 10000/-)
- Jamdade Sonal Anant (Rs 12000/-)
- Patil Kunal Nithyanand (Rs 10000/-)
- Vichare Dhanashri Anant (Rs 8000/-)
- Ambre Poonam Anil (Rs 12000/-)
- Kadam Prajakta Prakash (Rs 10000/-)

Computer Engineering
- Kadam Vrishali Rajendra (Rs 12000/-)
- D’cruz Saniella Valria (Rs 10000/-)
- Salvi Manali Arun (Rs 12000/-)

Late Smt. Nirmala Damodar Karandikar Scholarship (2014-2015)
- Surve Harshana Vishnu, (EXTC) (Rs 10000/-)

Late Dr. P.S. Ramanathan Endowment Scholarship (2014-2015)
- Palkar Amit Ankush (Mechanical) (Rs 10000/-)
NPTEL Certification Achievements of GIT Students

The GIT have NPTEL Local Chapter, to promote & encourage its stake holders to participate in NPTEL Activities. The Single Point of Contact (SPOC) is responsible for NPTEL Local Chapter activities like publicity, orientation of NPTEL activities. The SPOC compile the list of students who register for NPTEL Courses, recommends list of students list for Scholarship, Assist for filling examination form & issuing examination Hall Tickets & Distribution of NPTEL certificates to successful students.

For NPTEL Online Course Jan- Apr 2016 cycle following student & Staff earned NPTEL Certification from various online Courses.

NPTEL Course Certified Students
The Following students received NPTEL certificate for Passing Online NPTEL Courses.
1. Gugale Amey Dagadu (Project Planning & Control) - (Mechanical Engineering)
2. Patil Pratik Y. (Manufacturing Process Technology -Part I) - (Mechanical Engineering)
3. Sherlekar Sagar Vikas (Manufacturing Process Technology -Part I ) - (Mechanical Engineering)

Participation Certificate
The Following students received participation certificate from NPTEL for the course MATLAB Programming for Numerical Computation.
1. Abhijeet Uttamrao Chavan (Chemical Engineering)
2. Ashish Sudhir Mohite (Chemical Engineering)
3. Manali Dalvi (Chemical Engineering)
4. Rasika Patil (Chemical Engineering)
5. Rohit Jadhav (Chemical Engineering)
6. Sanket Godkhindi (Chemical Engineering)

The following staff's received Mentorship Certificate from NPTEL.
1. Mr. S. C. Mungate, E & TC Engineering
2. Mr. G. D. Parulekar, Civil Engineering
3. Mr. S. Howal, Applied Chemistry
4. Mr. Sameer Tathare, E & TC Engineering
5. Mr. Rohit Nalwala, Chemical Engineering
Annual Sports Report 2016

Sports Day brings new energy in the hearts and minds of the students. This day is marked with great joy & discovering the inner talent of a students in the field of sports. A sound mind resides in a sound body.

Sports and games help in large muscle co-ordination resulting in physical fitness apart from inculcating Sportsmanship, leadership, unity competitive spirit among the students. Our students participated in various Outdoor & Indoor events at University level including football, volley ball, Kabaddi, Chess, carom & Badminton.

Annual Sports meet for the year 2016 was conducted from 12th February to 18th February 2016. The inauguration of sports week was done by Police Sub Inspector Mr. Shahaji Rupnar.

Prof swami & Mr. Sanjay G. Bole Sports In charge had been the faculty in charge of the whole event who was supported by sports secretary Mr. Sumit Gujar & Ladies representative Ms. Shital Jaitpal. Five outdoor events were conducted for boys which included Cricket, Football, Volleyball, Kabaddi and Kho-Kho. For the girls, five outdoor events were conducted which included Box Cricket, Volleyball, Kabaddi, Kho-Kho and Dodge ball. Apart from this various indoor events were conducted such as carom, chess, badminton and Table Tennis. Athletics events were which included Long jump, Shot put & Batten Relay.